
Career Counselling for The Year 2020-2021 

Sr. 

Name Concern Shared Counselling Outcome no. 

Wanted to know the careers after TY BCom He did not 

know whether to pursue MBA or start his own 

business. As he was fresher 
He was asked to get some experience and then plan for 

Prathmesh Bhardia business. 

He was advised to explore his abilities and interest and 

decide. To know the abilities counsellor could help. This 
2 

Aditya Kale Pursuing BBA wanted information about MBA help was provided. 

She was guided with some study techniques which really 

helped her in her studies. 

3 

Sakshi Raje Mhadik How to concentrate on studies 

With few sessions of counselling, she understood it was 

that she must pursue CA which is an apt career for her. 
He wanted the guidance to keep self-motivated. He could 

keep himself motivated and work hard to achieve his target 

with counselling 

4 

Sakshi Didle She was confused whether to pursue CA/CS 

Preparing for UPSC/MPSC 

Had some anxiety about career because of her health | She could overcome her anxiety and concentrate on her Karan Mandhare 

6 
career 

Shrushti Hazare issues 

She is working and pursuing her graduation to keep She was guided to maintain the balance between two. She 

this balance she wanted counselling wants to do M Com and planning to be Professor. 
He was guided how to keep himself calm so that he can 

achieve his goal. 

Isha Niwate 
8 

She was worried about how to keep calm in this With counselling she is doing well with her studies Planning 

difficult situation(Pandemic)and pursue career. 

Abhishek Undale Preparing for CS. Anxious about his own career 

9 for higher studies too. 
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